
Thư viện Đề thi - Trắc nghiệm - Tài liệu học tập Miễn phí

ĐỀ LUYỆN THI GIỮA KÌ 1 LỚP 8 MÔN TIẾNG ANH

CÓ ĐÁP ÁN NĂM 2021 - 2022

I. Đề thi tiếng Anh giữa học kì 1 lớp 8 có đáp án số 1

Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently.

1. A. pan B. match C. lamp D. save

2. A. safety B.electricity C.myself D.anything

3. A. tiger B.fire C.stripe D.prince

4. A. door B.foolish C.choose D.soon

5. A. chore B.school C.kitchen D.choose

Xem đáp án

1 - D; 2 - C; 3 - D; 4 - A; 5 - B;

Choose the best option marked A, B, C or D to complete each sentence.

1. I’ll see you _______- Wednesday.

A. on
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B.in

C.at

D.between

2. Ba does the homework ________, nobody helps him.

A. hisself

B.myself

C.himself

D.herself

3. The sun ______- in the east and sets in the west.

A. rise

B.rises

C.rising

D.rose

4. Nga’s grandmother used _______- in Hue when she was young.

A. live

B.to live
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C.living

D.lives

5. “Why is Nam absent today ?” – “ __________- he was sick.”

A. So

B.But

C.And

D.Because

6. Miss Jackson said you _______- work harder on your Spanish pronunciation.

A. should

B.ought

C.have to

D.will

7. I _______- to school by bus last year.

A. will go

B.go

C.went
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D.am going

8. She isn’t _______- to be in my class.

A. enough age

B.enough old

C.age enough

D.old enough

Xem đáp án

1 - A; 2 - C; 3 - B; 4 - B; 5 - D; 6 - A; 7 - C; 8 - D;

Read the passage carefully then decide whether the following statements are true (T)

or false (F). 

Peter had a letter form his sister yesterday. She lives in Nigeria. In her letter, she said that

she was coming to England next month. If she comes, she will get a surprise. Peter is now

living in a beautiful new house in the country. The house was completed five months ago. In

his letter, he said that, he wanted her to stay with his family. The house has many large

rooms and there is a lovely garden. It is a modern house. So it looks strange to some people.

It must be the only modern house in the district.

1. Peter lives in Nigeria.

2. His sister’s coming to England next month.
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3. Peter’s new house is in the city.

4. The house has many large rooms and there is a lovely garden.

Xem đáp án

1 - F; 2 - T; 3 - F; 4 - T; 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the

sentence printed before it. 

1. Minh should study harder for his exam.

→ Minh ought ………………………………

2. My sister felt sick yesterday, so she stayed at home.

→ Because …………………………………

3. She is very young, she can’t drive a car.

→ She isn’t …………………………………….

Xem đáp án

1 - Minh ought to study harder for his exam.

2 - Because my sister felt sick yesterday, she stayed at home.

3 - She isn’t old enough to drive a car.
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Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful sentences.

1. here/ between/ came /8a.m. and 9a.m. / they

→………………………………….

2. different/ language learners/ ways/ learn/ words/ in.

→………………………………

Xem đáp án

1 - They came here between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m.

2 - Language learners learn words in different ways

II. Đề kiểm tra tiếng Anh lớp 8 giữa học kì 1 có đáp án

I. Choose the word that has the underlined parts pronounced differently from the

others.

1. match B. chore C. school D. choice

2. wanted B. washed C. danced D. played

3. beds B. dogs C. porters D. books

4. pictures B. watches C. buses D. brushes
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5. looked B. washed C. walked D. needed

Đáp án: 1. C; 2. A; 3. D; 4. A; 5. D

II. Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.

6. You must________the lesson carefully before your test.

A. learn

B. to learn

C. learning

D. learns

7. Hoa is old enough ________a car.

A. drive

B. drove

C. to drive

D. driving

8. We mustn’t let children________in the kitchen.

A. to play
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B. play

C. played

D. plays

9. Mai ________to visit me next week.

A. is going

B. going to

C. is going to

D. are going to

10. Bell and Watson ________the telephone in 1877.

A. introduce

B. introduces

C. introduced

D. to introduce

11. Bao spends his free time doing volunteer work at a local ________

A. orphanage

B. volunteer
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C. hospital

D. school

12. ________is your new English teacher like? - She’s very kind.

A. How

B. Who

C. What

D. Which

13. I like Nam’s sense of humor. His jokes always make us laugh ________.

A. happy

B. unhappy

C. happily

D. unhappily

14. Children ________play with matches. It only takes one match to cause a fire.

A. shouldn’t

B. mustn’t

C. don’t have to
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D. don’t

15. - Hoa: I can’t reach that apple. - Lan: Don’t worry. I ________you.

A. help

B. will help

C. am going to help

D. helped

16. I think our English is good. ________ join our English Speaking Club.

A. Why don’t we

B. Shall we

C. Let’s

D. Can we

17. Putting a knife ________an electrical socket is dangerous.

A. to

B. into

C. at

D. in
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18. ________ does Miss Hoa want to be a teacher? -Because she loves children.

A.What

B. Who

C. What

D. Why

19. Who repaired the bicycle for you? - Nobody. I repaired it________

A. itself

B. myself

C. yourself

D. himself

20. I and Thu can look after ________.

A. herself

B. myself

C. ourselves

D. themselves

Đáp án:
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6. A 7. C 8. B 9. C 10. C 11. A 12. C 13. C

14. A 15. B 16. C 17. B 18. D 19. B 20. C  

III. Put the verbs in the right tense or form.

21. We usually (go) .............................. to the library three times a week.

22. Nga and Hoa (see) .............................. a movie tonight.

23. Sue can (speak) .............................. Vietnamese very well.

24. I often (go) .............................. to school six days a week.

25. Last week, I (write) .............................. a letter to him.

26. She isn’t old enough (play) .............................. soccer in team.

27. We all enjoy (read) .............................. books in our free time.

28. She (do) .............................. her homework at the moment.

Đáp án:

21. Go; 22. is going to see; 23. speak; 24. go;

25. wrote; 26. to play; 27. reading; 28. is doing

IV. Choose the correct option (A, B, C or D) that best fits each space in the following

passage.
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A customer telephoned the Thanh Cong Delivery Service (1) ________ June 16th just after

midday. The customer’s (2) ________ was Mr. Nam, (3) ________ he wanted to (4)

________ to Mrs. Van. Mrs. Van was at a (5) ________ and could not come to the phone.

So Mr. Toan (6) ________ a message. Mr. Nam called (7) ________ his stationery order. He

said Mrs. Van could reach him (8) ________ 8634082.

1. A. at B. from C. on D. in

2. A. address B. name C. phone D. friend

3. A. and B. but C. so D. when

4. A. call B. tell C. say D. speak

5. A. family B. office C. meeting D. moment

6. A. gave B. took C. left D. sent

7. A. for B. to C. about D. in

8. A. with B. in C. by D. at

Đáp án

1. C 2. B 3. A 4. D 5. C 6. B 7. C 8. D

V. Rewrite the sentences as directed in parentheses .

1. They plan to collect used paper and send them for recycling. (Use ‘be going to’)
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They are __________________________________

2. He is short. He can’t stick the picture above the window.(Combine sentences using

“enough”)

He __________________________________

3. His hair is short and black.

He has __________________________________

4. Mary is too young to get married. (Using “enough”)

Mary is not __________________________________

5. We intend to meet her at the airport tonight. (Use ‘be going to’)

We are __________________________________

Đáp án:

1. They are going to collect used paper and send them for recycling.

2. He is not tall enough to stick the picture above the window.

3. He has short black hair.

4. Mary is not old enough to get married.

5. We are going to meet her at the airport tonight
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III. Đề thi giữa kì 1 lớp 8 môn Anh có đáp án năm 2021 số 3

Xem thêm: Đề thi tiếng Anh lớp 8 giữa học kì 1 năm 2021

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose

underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following

questions.

1.A.addiction B. vast C. craft D. pasture

2. A. thank B. northern C. earthen D. ethnic

Mark the letter A, B, C, D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from

the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

3. A. collect B. disturb C. detest D. gather

4. A. local B. virtual C. unique D. basic

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that

needs correction in each of the following questions.

5. They asked (A) a lot of questions, checked (B) their figures, and came up with (C) a best

(D) solution.

6. She is (A) very keen at (B) drawing and she really wants (C) to have her own (D) gallery.
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7. We didn’t see (A) her recently (B), so we don’t (C) know anything about (D) her.

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to

each of the following questions.

8. 'Well, your sister has never cooked well,…………?” Aunt Alice asked me.

A. hasn't she

B. has she

C. doesn't she

D. does she

9. We found the film ……………………..because of the excellent actors and actresses.

A. interest

B. interested

C. interesting

D. interests

10. The church near our school…………. in the 16th century.

A. was built

B. was building
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C. built

D. builds

11. Cathy got up early; ………….. , she did not catch the train.

A. therefore

B. however

C. although

D. so

12. The __________ have a very hard life. They cannot live permanently in one place.

A. nomads

B. nomadic

C. farmers

D. workers

13. His parents feel very sad and upset because he’s __________ to computer games.

A. addiction

B. addicted

C. addictive
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D. addict

14. I love the __________ sky on starry nights. It looks fantastic.

A. safe

B. quiet

C. slow

D. vast

15. __________ a horse is one of the skills every child in Mongolia has to learn.

A. Ride

B. Riding

C. Rides

D. Rode

16. Most farm households in our village can’t live on their farm work. They have to rely

__________ a job outside the farm.

A. to

B. from

C. on
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D. of

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST

in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences.

17. They raise cows, buffaloes for their own use.

A. crops

B. poultry

C. harvest

D. cattle

18. The Muong in Hoa Binh and Thanh Hoa are well-known for their rich folk literature and

their traditional songs.

A. famous

B. significant

C. major

D. convenient

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE

in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences.

19. Life in the city seems to be more complicated than life in the country.
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A. harder

B. more simple

C. more difficult

D. basic

20. English is becoming more and more important to people in the modern world.

A. significant

B. insignificant

C. complicated

D. developed

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to complete each of the following

exchanges.

21. Minh: We’re going to the countryside this weekend.

Tuan: _________________.

A. No, thanks.

B. You’re welcome.

C. How interesting!
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D. Thank you.

22. Jack: Do you mind shutting down the computer?

Jill: _________________.

A. Yes, I do.

B. No problem.

C. No, I am not.

D. Yes, it’s all right.

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to

indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks.

A recent survey conducted by TIRA, a Vietnamese research company, highlights (23)

________ about the lifestyles of Vietnamese teenagers in urban areas. There is an imbalance

in their consumption of time for studying and recreational activities. On average, these

teenagers spend 9.5 hours a day (24) ________ studies at school and at home. They only

have about four hours for (25) ________. Most of this time is spent on watching television

and the internet, where they chat through social networks. The teenagers admit that they use

computers to play games and to chat with friends much more than using it for studying

purposes. The survey also shows that during summer months, (26) ________ having much

more free time than during school years, these teenagers still fail to manage their time

properly. They stay in bed longer and then get (27) ________ to games and TV. The time for
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computers and TV increases significantly to about five or six hours a day, while there is

almost no time for physical outdoor activities.

23. A. benefits B. disadvantages C. problems D. advantages

24. A. at B. in C. for D. on

25. A. entertainment B. entertainer C. entertain D. entertaining

26. A. although B. in spite C. despite D. but

27. A. interested B. hooked C. addicted D. keen

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to

indicate the correct answer to each of the questions.

Making a film takes a long time and is very hard work. Writing the story for the film may

take many weeks. Filming the story, or shooting the film, often takes at least six months.

Actors and cameramen work from very early in the morning until late at night. Each scene

had to be acted and reacted, filmed and refilmed, until it is just right. Sometimes the same

scene has to be acted twenty or thirty times.

The film studio is like a large factory and the indoor stages are very big indeed. Scenery of

all kinds is made in the studio; churches, castles and forests are all built of wood and

cupboard. Several hundred people work together to make one film. Some of these people

are actors and actresses. The director of the film, however, is the most important person in a

studio. He decides how the scene should be filmed and how the actors should act.
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Most people go to see a film because they know the film stars in it. Sometimes the film may

be very poor. It is best to choose a film made by a good director. Some famous directors

make their film very real. People feel that they themselves are among the people in the film.

28. Shooting a film often takes…..

A. less than six month

B. at least six months

C. many weeks

D. from early in the morning until late at night

29. Some scenes have to be filmed many times because

A. it takes a long time to make a film

B. it is often difficult to make them just right

C. many people work together

D. the film is poor

30. Which of the following is compared to a factory?

A. The film studio

B. The indoor stage
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C. The scene

D. A poor film

31. The director of a film

A. is always an actor

B. makes the scenery

C. is a film star

D. says how each scene should be filmed

32. We should choose a film which

A. has actors we know

B. seems very real

C. takes a long time to make

D. is made by a good director

Write new sentences as similar as possible in meaning to the original sentences, using

the given words. Do not change the given words in any ways

33. She enjoys going to the suburbs and painting pictures of natural landscapes. HOOKED

______________________________________________
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34. The boy spent hours and hours playing chess with his grandfather. TOOK

_______________________________________________

35. People made a fire by rubbing pieces of bamboo but now it no longer exists. USED

_______________________________________________

36. Although they made careful preparations, they had a lot of difficulties in making the

film. DESPITE

_______________________________________________

Finish the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one, beginning

with the given words or using suggestions

37. Herding buffaloes is more difficult than loading the rice.

=> Loading the rice is ___________________________________

38. Young people move faster than old people.

=> Old people move ____________________________________

39. "Let's organize a sponsored cycling race." said the children.

=> The children suggested ______________________________

40. Mary speaks English better than her sister.
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=> Mary’s sister speaks _________________________________

ĐÁP ÁN

1. A 2. B 3. D 4. C 5. D 6. B 7. A 8. B

9. C 10. A 11. B 12. A 13. B 14. D 15. B 16. C

17. D 18. A 19. B 20. B 21. C 22. B 23. C 24. D

25. A 26. C 27. C 28. B 29. B 30. A 31. D 32. D

33. She is hooked on going to the suburbs and painting pictures of natural landscapes.

34. It took the boy hours and hours to play chess with his grandfather.

35. People used to make a fire by rubbing pieces of bamboo.

36. Despite making careful preparations, they had a lot of difficulties in making the film.

37. Loading the rice is easier than herding buffaloes.

38. Old people move more slowly than young people.

39. The children suggested organizing a sponsored cycling race.

40. Mary’s sister speaks English worse than her/ she does.

IV. Đề thi giữa học kì 1 lớp 8 môn tiếng Anh có đáp án số 4

Xem thêm: Đề thi giữa kì 1 lớp 8 môn Tiếng Anh năm 2021
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Exercise 1: Choose the word that has underlined part pronounced differently from the

rest

1. A. ethnic B. unique C. basic D. diverse

2. A. camel B. cattle C. paddy D. buffalo

3. A. normal B. visitor C. transport D. chore

Exercise 2: Choose the word that has different stress pattern

1. A. reduction B. popular C. financial D. romantic

2. A. simple B. polite C. formal D. instant

Exercise 3: Choose the correct answer

1. The Gong Festival is held ___________ in the Central Highlands.

A. year

B. which

C. annual

D. annually

2. The crops ___________ on the weather.
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A. depend heavy

B. depend heavily

C. affect heavy

D. affect heavily

3. People in rural areas live ________ than those in cities.

A. simplier

B. more simply

C. more simple

D. simpler

4. Mrs. Lan went to _________ school to meet her son’s teacher.

A. none

B. a

C. an

D.the

5. Ymoan is a ___________ singer with songs about Central Highlands.

A. fame
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B. famous

C. famousness

D. famously

6. Minh is a very hard-working boy. He doesn’t mind __________ a lot of homework in the

evenings.

A. making

B. reading

C. working

D. doing

7. I am _____ on visiting my grandparents on the weekend

A. fond

B. keen

C. interested

D. bored

8. _______ the bad weather, farmers still work in their fields

A. In spite of
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B. Although

C. Because of

D. However

Exercise 4: Supply the correct tense or form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Sa Pa’s love market ______________ (be) an unique aspect in the culture of the Mong

and Dao ethnic groups for a long time.

2. ______________ (your family/ move) to the city in 2008?

3. I’ve got the tickets. Next week we ______________ (visit) Hanoi.

Exercise 5: Choose the underlined word or phrase, A, B, C or D that needs correcting.

1. She goes (A) to the (B) dance club with (C) her friends every evening Sunday (D).

2. Playing (A) team sports gives (B) you much (C) fun than individual (D) sports.

3. Co Tu people love to share (A) with guests about (B) their live (C) and tradition (D).

Exercise 6: Read the following passage and choose the item (A, B, C or D) that best

answers each of the questions about it.

Hi! My name is John. I live in Liverpool. Liverpool is a large city in the north of England. I

live with my parents, my two brothers and my sister. We live in a large house.
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In our house, there is a big kitchen, a dining room, a large living room, and a toilet. There is

also a separate room for our washing machine and freezer. Upstairs there are five bedrooms,

two bathrooms, and another toilet. Outside, there is a large garden. There are two garages.

1.Where does John live?

A. In England

B. In Wales

C. In Scotland

D. In France

2.How many people are there in John's family?

A. 4

B. 5

C. 6

D. 7

3.How many rooms are there in John‟s house?

A. 10

B. 11
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C. 13

D. 14

4.Dining room is the room in a house where you __________.

A.usually relax in comfortable chairs

B. eat meals

C. cook food and wash dishes

D. wash your body

5.Which of the following is not true?

A. John’s family live in a large house.

B. John’s house is big but doesn't have any gardens.

C. The kitchen in John's house is big.

D. John’s house has two garages.

Exercise 7: Choose the word which best fits each gap.

There are nine sub-groups that are (1)_________ by the ethnic minority M’Nong, such as

Bru Dang, Preh, Ger, Nong, Prang, PJam, Kuyenh, Chil Bu Nor, and M’Nong Bu Dang,with

combined estimate of 105,300 populations. They are concentrated (2)_________ southern

parts of the provinces of Binh Phuoc and Dak Lak and in parts of Lam Dong. They live in
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houses built on (3)_________ or level with the ground, in every village where they usually

have dozens of households. (4)_________ is observed and the children take the family name

of their mother. The wife holds the key position in (5)_________ household. This group

likes to have many children, (6)_________ daughters and speak the language traced tothe

Mon-Khmer Group. The M’Nong use the slash-and-bum method of (7)_________.The

M’Nong in Ban Don are well known for their elephant hunting and domestication. Women

handle the weaving of cotton cloth, (8)_________ the men work on basketry.

1. A. order A. represented B. expressed C. symbolized

2. A. on B. at C. for D. in

3. A. bricks B. stilts C. slabs D. stones

4. A. Monarchy B. Patriarchy C. Matriarchy D. Democracy

5. A. a B. the C. every D. some

6. A. special B. specially C. especially D. especial

7. A. transport B. working C. researching D. farming

8. A. while B. when C. which D. where

Exercise 8: Rewrite the sentence without changing its meaning

1. No river in the world is longer than the Nile.

The Nile _____________________________________________
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2. I fed the chickens this morning

The chickens _________________________________________

3. The film was so boring that I fell asleep

Because _____________________________________________

4. Let’s go to my uncle farm at the weekend.

Amy suggested _______________________________________

5. It took me two hours to walk to her village.

I spent ______________________________________________

ĐÁP ÁN

Exercise 1: Choose the word that has underlined part pronounced differently from the

rest

1. D

2. D

3. B

Exercise 2: Choose the word that has different stress pattern

1. B
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2. B

Exercise 3: Choose the correct answer

1. D 2. B 3. B 4. A

5. B 6. D 7. B 8. A

Exercise 4: Supply the correct tense or form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Sa Pa’s love market _____has been_________ (be) an unique aspect in the culture of the

Mong and Dao ethnic groups for a long time.

2. ____Did your family move__________ (your family/ move) to the city in 2008?

3. I’ve got the tickets. Next week we ______are going to visit________ (visit) Hanoi.

Exercise 5: Choose the underlined word or phrase, A, B, C or D that needs correcting.

1. D (evening Sunday => Sunday evening)

2. C (much => more)

3. C (live => life)

Exercise 6: Read the following passage and choose the item (A, B, C or D) that best

answers each of the questions about it.
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1. A 2. C 3. C 4. B 5. C

Exercise 7: Choose the word which best fits each gap.

1. B 2. D 3. B 4. C

5. B 6. C 7. D 8. A

Exercise 8: Rewrite the sentence without changing its meaning

1. The Nile is the longest river in the world

2. The chickens were fed this morning

3. Because the film was so boring, I fell asleep

4. Amy suggested going to her uncle’s farm at the weekend

5. I spent two hours on walking to her village

V. Đề kiểm tra giữa học kì 1 lớp 8 môn tiếng Anh có đáp án số 5

Xem thêm: Đề thi giữa kì 1 lớp 8 môn tiếng Anh có đáp án

Choose the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation

in each of the following questions.

1. A. penalty B. celebrate C. leisure D. eight
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2. A. paragraph B. although C. laugh D. enough

Choose the word that differs from the other three in the position of primary stress in

each of the following questions

3. A. blackberry B. heritage C. museum D. decorate

4. A. minorities B. activity C. populated D. experience

Choose the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following questions.

5. What (A) part of our (B) country would (C) you most like to live in (D)?

6. Mua sap is the typical (A) dance of (B) the Muong (C) people in the North (D) West.

7. Five- coloured sticky rice is (A) a traditional (B) dish in the north (C) mountainous

regions (D).

Choose the correct answer to each of the following questions.

8. The _______ on display in Da Nang Museum of Cham Sculpture are very interesting.

A. goods

B. shows

C. products

D. items
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9. The boys often help their parents to _______ water from the village well.

A. collect

B. gather

C. find

D. give

10. The crops ________ on the weather.

A. affect heavily

B. affect heavy

C. depend heavily

D. depend heavy

11. _______ month is the Hoa Ban Festival of the Thai people held in?

A. Which

B. How many

C. When

D. How often
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12. In the Central Highlands, the biggest and tallest house in the village is the _______

house.

A. commune

B. communication

C. communal

D. community

13. The Viet people have many _______ customs and crafts.

A. culture

B. traditional

C. customary

D. tradition

14. The Gong Festival is held ________ in the Central Highlands.

A. yearly

B. annually

C. year

D. annual
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15. An old woman was ________ the goats up the mountainside.

A. talking

B. herding

C. riding

D. running

16. My dad doesn't mind ________ my mom from work every day.

A. picks up

B. picking up

C. pick up

D. picked up

17. Life in a small town is _______ than that in a big city.

A. much more peaceful

B. less peaceful

C. much peaceful

D. peaceful

18. It is typical of the cultural life of ________ Thai people.
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A. the

B. X

C. a

D. some

Choose the most suitable response to complete each of the following exchanges.

19. Nga: The Thai not only have their own language but also they have their own writing

system.

Ba: _________________________ .

A. I see

B. Check out this

C. How interesting!

D. It’s right up your street

20. Tuan: “My favourite leisure activity is people watching.”

Hoa: “__________________________-__”

A. That sounds so weird!

B. OK. That’s what you’ve chosen.
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C. That’s all right.

D. Sure. It’s very entertaining.

Choose the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the

following questions.

21. The Thai are experienced farmers. They grow different crops.

A. bad

B. better

C. worse

D. good

22. The northwest region of Viet Nam is famous for breathtaking rice terraced paddy fields.

A. fabulous

B. well- known

C. surprised

D. interesting

Choose the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the

following questions.
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23. Ethnic peoples often put on their traditional costumes on special occasions.

A. good

B. beautiful

C. different

D. modern

24. Gathering and hunting still play an important role in the economy of the Laha.

A. traditional

B. major

C. insignificant

D. inconvenient

Read the following passage and choose the correct word or phrase that best fits each of

the numbered blanks.

The Muong (25)________ ethnic roots with the Vietnamese people and their language is

classified in the Vietnamese-Muong language branch. The Muong live in mountainous areas

which have abundant land for (25)________wet rice.
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In a Muong hamlet, stilt houses are located in the shade of big trees, huddle against the

mountain, and look out on vast rice fields. A Muong house is designed to maximize

convenient use and air ventilation to counter the warm, humid mountain climate.

The Muong's (27)________ is special. Men often wear a round-neck shirt which opens in

the front and has two pockets. Their pants have large trouser legs. The Muong women wear

a long, black dress and a white or brown shirt with a line of buttons in the front and long

sleeves. They wind a white or indigo headscarf around their head.

The Muong have diverse folk arts including folk songs and poems, sorcerer’s worshipping

songs, tales, and riddle songs. The gong is the most popular musical instrument along with

the flute, the (28)________ violin, the drum, and the panpipe.

25. A. cut B. have C. share D. divide

26. A. raising B. harvesting C. growing D. putting

27. A. material B. costumes C. cloth D. costume

28.A. two strings B. two-string C. second-string D. two string

Read the following passage and choose the correct answer to each of the questions.

The thing I liked most when I was small was the change of seasons. Spring, summer,

autumn and winter — I could see them all come and go and each one was completely

different. Now in the city, you can buy summer flowers in winter and eat the same

vegetables all the year round. Whereas, in the country, I could only eat things at certain
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times of the year, for example, strawberries in June and turnips in winter. I lived my

childhood with the seasons.

We also made most of our food and would never eat frozen or tinned food. Everything was

fresh, so it must be better than the type of food I am taking now in the city. City people may

think people in the country miss a lot of things about modern life. In fact, in my opinion,

they miss a lot more than people in the country, they miss real life.

29. What did the writer like most about living in the country?

A. Flowers in spring

B. The wild animals and plants

C. Leaves in autumn

D. The change of seasons

30. What does the word “them” in line 2 refer to?

A. Plants

B. Countryside people

C. Winter and autumn

D. Four seasons

31. Why did the writer never eat tinned food when living in the country?
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A. Because it was contaminated

B. Because it wasn't very fresh

C. Because it was very fat

D. Because it was frozen

32. Which of the following sentences is NOT true?

A. In the countryside turnips are grown in winter

B. The writer often eat frozen and tinned food now

C. Many city people think they live better than those in the country

D. People in the city can grow vegetables all year round

Rewrite the following sentences without changing the meaning, using the word given in

brackets

33. This supermarket isn’t as expensive as the one across the street. (less)

_______________________________________________________________________

34. The English teacher started teaching at our school three years ago. (for)

_______________________________________________________________________

35. You won’t pass the exam unless you study harder. (if)
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_______________________________________________________________________

36. Your village is so beautiful! (What)

_______________________________________________________________________

Complete the second sentence so that it has the similar meaning to the first one.

37 Although the villagers are quite poor, they live a happy and healthy way.

=> In spite of __________________________________________________

38. Romantic films interest me more than war films.

=> I find ______________________________________________________

39. How long is it since you built this stilt house?

=> When _____________________________________________________

40. Living in a big city is more convenient than living in a village.

=> It’s ______________________________________________________

ĐÁP ÁN

1. D 2. B 3. C 4. C 5. A 6. A 7. C 8. D

9. A 10. C 11. A 12. C 13. B 14. B 15. B 16. B
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17. A 18. A 19. C 20. A 21. D 22. B 23. D 24. C

25. C 26. C 27. D 28. B 29. D 30. D 31. B 32. D

This supermarket is less expensive than the one across the street.

The English teacher has taught at our school for three years.

You won’t pass the exam if you don’t study harder.

What your/ a beautiful village!

In spite of being poor/their poverty, the villagers live a happy and healthy way.

I find romantic films more interesting than war films.

When did you build this stilt house?

It’s more convenient to live in a big city than to live in a village.
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